Mixed reality defines the sharing of a space-time between the real and the virtual world. The definition of this concept is further extended when virtual worlds such as Second Life † (SL) are included. Through cultural events such as concerts and operas, we will see that the main goal of these kinds of projects is not simply to offer a video and audio broadcast of these events in the digital dimension. The current challenge is to create interactions between the individuals who are in different shared spaces. By studying the unfolding of these events in its various phases*before, during, and after*we examine the culture of the event. We question how the culture of the event can be transposed in a mixed reality display, and how this kind of event can affect people on both sides of the ''membrane'' made by the technical configuration. Beyond the alignments and adjustments that we can see between the different individuals involved in these events, we examine more broadly the changes and mutations of the culture of the event in this specific configuration.
1. Introduction J.-F. Lucas et al. In this article, we propose to study new forms of experiences which take place in mixed reality and use Second Life † (SL) as an element of its composition. In order to understand the importance of these new forms of expression and sharing events, we will take two examples of cultural projects that have been developed between the city of Rennes (France) and digital sites in Second Life †. The main purpose of this article is to understand if we can see the emergence of new cultural forms during these kinds of events, or if we are simply facing the development of cultural practices that are already established and taken place in different settings and frames of reference. In other words, is mixed reality redefining the practice and culture of some cultural events, or does it just redistribute cultural heritages?
There are many ways to respond to this problematic question. For example, it is possible to question the mediations (Latour 2007 ) that come into play to understand how the culture of the event as well as the technical side of the device can affect a mixed reality event. But, if we want to understand how mediations can transform an experience in mixed reality, we have first to define what exactly is an event. In this sense, in this article, we propose to focus on the specificity of an event: ''the capacity to overflow'' (Boullier 2010 ). An event is not just a ''moment'' or something which takes place in a specific time-place frame. It can be characterized by factors or elements (number of people, type of place, security arrangements, etc.) which ''affect'' its own nature as well as those individuals who become indirectly involved. This means the time-space of an event ''overflows'' its own boundaries. For example, a sport event is not only restricted to a stadium, it also affects the car traffic in a larger area, and the noise made by supporters can affect the residents near the stadium, etc. All these aspects of an event can be categorized in groups that we call ''vectors of affectation'' (Boullier 2010) , and the success of an event depends on their regulation (by authorities, supporters, inhabitants, etc.). A vector can be considered as a flow which is circulating in a time-place and affects both the participants and nonparticipants of an event.
Applied to our subject, we question how these vectors can be expressed and regulated in a digital world. By inference, we can say that the success of an event in mixed reality depends on the ''crossover'' of the vectors between the virtual and physical worlds and how they can permeate each other.
In the first part, we will briefly present two cultural projects in mixed reality, a concert and an opera. This contextualization will allow us to clarify what we mean by ''mixed reality''. In fact, we will see that there is a range of possible definitions and visions to explain it. New practices are changing current definitions so we propose to present some new paradigms of mixed reality. The redefinition of these events and of mixed reality will require us to explain the approach and the methodology used. From this point, we can follow the timeframe to describe the sequence of the two events before concluding.
Cultural perspective of mixed reality events In 2007 and 2008, the city of Rennes and the Trans Musicales †, an international festival of contemporary music, proposed concerts in mixed reality in order to allow people which were physically or virtually present, to share a common concert1. In 2007, the first prototype proposed a synchronized concert in real time between the concert hall of the festival and a dedicated digital space in Second Life †.w
Since its public launch in 2003, millions of users around the world have used Second Life † for education, art, science, teleconferencing, entertainment, business, and a multitude of other applications. SL is a persistent multiuser digital world accessible on the Internet, in which an individual can interact with the virtual environment and other users through their avatar. In addition, it allows synchronous and asynchronous communication through voice and text chat. We are particularly interested in this kind of virtual world because avatars can build their own 3D content from within the virtual world, that is why we consider Second Life † a ''Virtual World of Content Creation'' (VWCC)2 (Lucas 2012a) .
In 2007, the audience (composed of thousands of people) in Rennes saw the avatars (70 people) in the digital world through a video stream (from SL) on a giant screen placed on the left3 of the stage (Figure 1) .
In Second Life †, avatars could watch the concert filmed in real time by a television crew. Most events like these only offer the possibility to watch a video stream. In order to have a new kind of interaction and experience in a virtual world (and more enjoyment for avatars in SL), some avatars played the role of musicians performing in the digital space. Even if the technology used did not allow the avatar musicians to imitate the movements of the group in Rennes, the avatars rehearsed choreographies during the previous weeks in order to perform a unique show in the digital world ( Figure 2 ).
In 2008, the project of the Trans Musicales was reprised for three concerts. In addition, a series of mixed reality artist interviews and meetings between festival goers were established. In the physical realm, a camera captured visitors and there was a screen placed on a table that allowed them to see what was happening in the virtual world (Figure 3 ). The avatars in SL were also sitting around a virtual table where they could see a live video stream of the people in Rennes. As a result, the screen was a window between the two spaces and the table represented a bridge between participants, or as a ''membrane'' between the two worlds, if we desire to make an analogy with Castronova's term (Castronova 2005, p. 147) .
The purpose of this type of configuration is to lessen the distance and create a portal for communication between the real and virtual worlds. It was through concerts, discussions, meetings, and interviews that people physically present and those who were far from Rennes were able to exchange and ''literally relocate interactions between the Trans Musicales fans''4. OperaBis5, which is managed by the Bibliotheque francophone du metavers6,´´ was created to ''unite a community of users, promote the French culture (including opera music) in foreign countries, but also on the French territory, in a process of cultural democratization'' said Roger Folliard, the director of this association. The project team built a digital opera in Second Life †. The building in the virtual world is a realistic representation of the physical one. The architectural geometry of the concert hall was recreated, photographs of the building were imported as textures, and a screen was added to the digital stage in order to allow avatars to see live operas from the city of Rennes. Many projects like this one use Second Life † because of the potential to integrate various media (picture, video, and sound) and the malleability of the virtual world (the technical infrastructure). But, many of them just use the virtual world as a ''second scene'' or a stage which hosts productions that take place only in virtual worlds.7 However, since Second Life † does not yet allow the hosting of hundreds of avatars in the same digital area, the creators of this project also created a second digital building in Open Sim † . This application is quite similar to Second Life †, one difference being it is open source and it also has the potential to scale as the number of users grows. In SL, it is also possible to copy an area (i.e. the ''region'' or the ''island'' in the SL language) in each virtual world to other areas in order to host more avatars. For the four performances8 during the 2010Á2011 season, it was also possible to access the event from other applications such as Francogrid † 9, Assemblive † 10, and Inworldz † 11. Close to 300 avatars have witnessed these events in a virtual world (Figure 4) .
In the opera, a control room mixed together the video streams from cameras that film the stage (for TV broadcast), and videos from the virtual world. During the performance ''The Marriage of Figaro,'' there was a screen behind the stage to broadcast what the avatars were seeing from the virtual world. For the other performances of the OperaBis, the screen was removed´ from the stage, but others were placed in the entrance hall, for example. we can see the large black screen which is broadcasting both the physical actors and images from SL, which the real world audience sees.
Rethinking mixed reality
We consider an event and the process of mixed reality as concrete research objects. If we want to understand how their potential and their production can transform, translate, distort, and alter the meaning or the elements they are transporting (Latour 2007) , we need to make a detour to understand the conceptual shift that these new forms of experiences in mixed reality can propose.
3.1. From the continuum of reality to mixed reality Digital technologies have given rise to the conceptualization of a reality continuum. It is defined according to the degrees of virtuality that are ''injected'' into reality. For example, augmented reality (AR) consists of a layer of digital information (2D or 3D) integrated in real time with the physical world. AR can be applied to the visual perception, as well as to proprioceptive, tactile (Margolis et al. 2011) , or auditory perceptions. One primary purpose of virtual reality (VR) is to create a simulation in which the individual is sensorially immersed according to and through the use of techniques and technologies (digital, mechanical, and physical installations). Often, VR is used to construct an environment that fosters a believable user experience. One of the first examples, which is also one of the most concrete, is the flight simulator. Ideally the pilot experiences a suspension of disbelief or at the very least is exposed to sensations and conditions similar to those in the ''real world. '' There are many other terms to describe the kinds of reality included in the continuum such as:
. ''artificial reality'' (Krueger 1983) . ''altered reality'' (Vanderheiden and Mendenhall 1994) in which some properties such as the time or the metric are changed . ''projected reality'' . ''realistic reality'' where the simulation resembles the real world as closely as possible . diminished reality . ''augmented virtuality'' Of course, it is possible to discuss all of these definitions because they describe the interaction properties, technologies, and techniques used. However, their distinctions are not always explicit and are sometimes the result of marketing or artistic efforts in order to dissociate one form from another.
The concept of mixed reality was developed in 1994 by P. Milgram and A. F. Kishino as ''. . . anywhere between the extrema of the virtuality continuum'' and as ''a particular subclass of VR related technologies that involve the merging of real and virtual worlds '' (Milgram and Kishino 1994) . For the authors, there are many intermediate states between the physical and virtual environments, and the continuum between these two ends is mixed reality. Unlike the definitions we mentioned here, mixed reality does not refer to a specific state or a specific device, but rather a range of possibilities. Other researchers have also worked on mixed reality (or forms of mixed reality) and focused on specific properties like the human experience (Robinett 1992), opportunities to ''see the real, feel reality, and act on reality'' (Sutherland 1965) or on corporeality, identity, and issues of geomatics (Bourassa and Edwards 2007) .
The new trends of mixed reality with virtual worlds
When we talk about VR and AR, we generally make a connection to particular devices (glasses, sensors, smartphones, etc.). Mixed reality does not refer to a specific technology; it takes place in the intersection of the existing traditions and is defined by the results that its use allows. What is new in these projects is the use of ''soft'' spaces like Second Life †. Now it is possible to create a mixed reality portal in a wide variety of spaces, whereas early works were generally hosted in labs or art galleries.
This kind of mixed reality does not really invent a new kind of interaction because many previous projects in VR or artificial reality already proposed a Responsive Environment (Krueger 1983 ). But it is also important to note that it is not a simple act of communication between remote locations as with teleconferencing. Participants in a mixed reality engage with a physical world and virtual world to share an experience or an event. And, when it is a meeting with remote people, it is shared between the real world and a virtual world that is to say between ''humans and avatars.'' This observation may seem trivial but we need to consider that the presence of an avatar is different to an encounter with another human (in terms of behavior, presence, interaction, etc.)12.
The goal of mixed reality is not the representation or the reading of the world or a part of the world, but its shared and distributed experience. To understand the issues of mixed reality, we must make a shift along the continuum of potentialities embedded in our realities, overcome the technical considerations, and understand that the composite arising from this hybridization is made of experiences, memories, and emotions. Milgram and Kishino's reality continuum takes on new meaning if we understand it as a possible composition of locations and interactions, not as any place that falls between the extremes of the continuum within virtuality. Mixed reality is a spatial composite made from the hybridization of a physical space and a digital space, not their addition or their superposition. As a result, the real world and virtual world are not the elements that invoke this hybridization, they are the foundation (Lucas 2012b ).
Position and methodology
The previous section allows us to better understand the context in which devices can change the nature of an event and the relationships they convoke. Therefore, we must also consider the methodology to apply them because it concerns a distributed space, a hybrid space.
Virtual and hybrid ethnographies
Studying virtual worlds, or a subject that incorporates virtual worlds, raises a question about the position and methodology for researchers. For example, as Tom Boellstroff argues, it is possible ''to treat Second Life as a cultureÁalbeit one that, like all cultures, has many subcultures within it'' (Boellstroff 2010, p. 214) . Moreover, we agree with Boellstroff who studies Second Life as selfcontained virtual spaces without really worrying about avatars and people's lives: ''the notion of virtual worlds as social forms 'in themselves' is a fundamental theoretical conceit'' of his book (Boellstroff 2010, p. 214 ). Boellstroff's approach helps us to understand that Second Life † has social forms which are governed by its own rules, laws and conventions, and its own economic regulations and policies.
Compared to Boellstroff's method which Brigitte Jordan qualifies as a ''virtual ethnography,'' she proposes ''hybrid ethnographies'' (Jordan 2009, p. 185) . ''Interpolation of data gathered online and clarified or expanded offline has been shown to be highly productive and is probably the most commonly used methodology for the study of mixed, hybrid systems at this time'' (Jordan 2009, p. 186) . It tries to understand how digital practices fit into the daily lives of individuals and societies. ''What constitutes a particular strength of hybrid studies is the combination of online observation and participation with offline interviewing of the participants'' (Jordan 2009, p. 185) . Generally, the clarification and the choice of methods are conducted to understand if we can apply the classical ethnographic methods in a virtual world. Specifically, the methodological debate is about the traditional concepts of anthropological ethnography which are ''the field'' and the ''participant observation.'' We believe that the two methods are legitimate and produce different approaches to articulate different arguments. Their uses depend on the context and the object studied and ''the huge range of analytical themes and perspectives by which the online can be approached makes it virtually impossible to elaborate a methodology that could be employed widely in different online contexts'' (Guimaraes 2005, p. 141). We recognize that, for˜ our subject, hybrid ethnography appears to be a suitable match as we question the culture of events in mixed reality. There is, however, a semantic shift that we need to clarify. The goal of hybrid ethnographies is to ''focus precisely on what virtual researchers ignore, namely the ways in which digital activities are embedded in people's daily lives, be that information seeking, blogging, emailing, or game playing'' (Jordan 2009, p. 185) . Our goal is not to understand how the practice of a virtual opera can change the life of a person. Our objective is to understand how the culture of the event can bleed back and forth in a mixed reality event. In other words, our focus is on the behavior and practices of people during the event in mixed reality to understand if a specific culture of the event is developed during its own production and exhibition.
What is an event?
Before describing the materials we use, we have to define how to characterize an event in order to understand how to study it. For Dominique Boullier, what makes the main feature of an event is its own capacity to spread, or to overflow out of its own time-space frame. For example, during a demonstration in the physical city (concert, game, street festival, etc.), some people may disrupt the habits of other individuals. ''The noise, the density of passenger relations between them, everything is ''affected'' (Boullier 2010, p. 2) . Especially in an urban setting, an overflow can take place in different ways. The crowd may dissipate in the streets in unexpected ways, in spite of security arrangements (police, security barriers, etc.) which strive to contain it. This same crowd can also affect people who do not participate in the event. In this sense, participants of an event can affect nonparticipants through different ''vectors of affectation'' (Boullier 2010, p. 45) . These vectors may depend on the organization as well as other factors such as the participants, the security implementation, the location configuration, etc.
However, it is precisely this space left to an ''overflow,'' this possibility of a ''change,'' and finally the possibility of a ''surprise'' that characterizes the event and differentiates it from the ceremony (Boullier 2010, p. 4) . By borrowing Sloterdijk's concept, Dominique Boullier discusses the ''climate'' of an event. For example, during a street event, it is expected that the climate of the street changes. The street changes its identity and appearance, i.e. it becomes ''hot'' or ''festive.'' It is no longer a road anymore, but a place for pedestrians who make its codes and spaces their own. Therefore, if the ''climate'' is ''hot'' for many participants, it can be seen as a climate of insecurity for the others who are not participating in the festivities.
It should be worth noting that an event can also be characterized by the expectation it raises. The ''affectedness'' of the event concerns individual and collective feelings and passions, for example to see the band we love, the team we support, to laugh or cry with many people, etc. However, this aspect of an event falls outside of the parameters of the current discussion within this article.
For our part, in order to question the notion of hybridization and the concept of mixed reality, we will examine how the different audiences (the one in the real world and the one in the physical world) can affect each other through different ''vectors'' (Boullier et al. 2012 ).
Materials used
We worked with data from a variety of sources related to these events. The materials described and used are based on:
. participant observation. During the festival of Trans Musicales Rennes, we were present in the concert hall and in the virtual world. During the performances of the opera, we were present only in virtual worlds. . an official report about practices and uses of the OperaBis project.13´
1415
. images: from the official flickr gallery , from Picasa , images from flickr with tags like ''operabis,'' ''opera in SL,'' ''opera in Second Life,'' images shared on blogs, etc., for a total around 400 pictures. For the Trans Musicales, we used personal pictures and few on the web. . blog posts (31 websites for the festival of the Trans Musicales16 and 39 websites for OperaBis).17´ 5. The event sequencing 5.1. Arrival and waiting: the conditioning Most often at the opera hall in Rennes, people arrive at the opera only a few minutes before the performance. They can choose to engage in discussions with friends in the hall or go directly to their seat. They are accompanied by ushers. At the Trans Musicales festival, the atmosphere is quite different. People arrive at the concerts depending on what they want to see (it is a festival so there are multiple stages and many performances). Some arrive when the doors open, nearly an hour before the first concert, to ensure good viewing as well as to get in the mood (they can dance, drink alcohol, etc.).
Whether it is an opera or a concert, there is preparation (or conditioning) leading up to the event. This can include an appropriate choice of clothing or Cultural perspective of mixed reality events 287 listening to related music. We also know that the conditioning starts before the event in order to mobilize spirits (Boullier 2010, p. 57 ) through various communications, marketing, and community mobilization on the Internet (facebook, blogs, etc.). We know that ''media contributes to produce the event [. . .] that is to say, to make it exist beyond the physical friction'' (Boullier 2010, p. 50) . Whether an event in the physical world or in the digital one, the ''media plans'' is quite similar, and this vector affects all people. Thus, the avatars receive notecards informing them of upcoming events. Blogs, email, and social networks also contribute to promote the events inworld and raise the expectations among participants.
For each of the concerts in mixed reality or for the opera performances, avatar organizers were present to inform and support the avatars. This had two goals. The first was to regulate the registration of avatars. A virtual world like Second Life † can only support a certain number of avatars on each estate. That is why organizers set up registrations before each event. For each concert, avatars who were registered did not have the location of the stage, but a link (to teleport) that indicated the ticket office. From this spot, the organizers indicated a new teleport to go to the stage which was, in each case, located in the sky. This meant it was difficult to find the place if you are not familiar with the virtual world. This method is also used to protect the event venue against overcrowding. On the other hand, it is possible to imagine many devices that could be used to regulate avatars in the virtual world such as permits or automatic rights access. In the real world, the security arrangements also use many devices or mediators in addition to the police or security guards (video surveillance, safety barrier, etc.). But, the presence of the organizers, security guards, and policemen are the significance of a human authority. The ''police vector'' or ''security vector'' (Boullier 2010 ) is important to regulate and monitor the crowd involved in the event, but also to reassure those who do not participate. However, in a virtual world, the technical device occupies a prominent role; sometimes this can have some Big Brother appearances.
The second goal of this presence is to help the ''newbies.''18 In this example, and for the project OperaBis, it was interesting to see that the´ location of the final teleport was not directly in the event hall. In fact, during OperaBis, avatars were teleported to the front of the building. This implied´ that they must enter the 3D building, open the doors, climb the stairs, and walk long corridors to finally find the entrance to the main room. The avatar had to make a journey before arriving at the hall. Once the avatars were in the room of the opera, other avatar organizers were there to help those who may have difficulty viewing the video stream or hearing the audio.19 It would certainly have been easier to give the landmark of the opera hall instead of a landmark which teleport avatars to front of the building. This approach, however, allowed the avatars to be conditioned for the event. We do not see this approach as a wish to copy the real world, but rather as a sign of the event culture. The journey is an essential spatial element of the event conditioning. The closer you arrive to the stage, the closer the show is to you.
In this sense, as the media vector, the challenge of this spatial narrative architecture is to create expectation, i.e. desire.
In some ways, the preparation of the event is very similar from both sides of the membrane. Before the event, the media conditions and formats expectations, hopes and passions of the people interested in the event. For example, the surrounding hype (broadcast advertising, poster advertising, etc.) establishes a media vector that also affects people who are not directly connected to the event.
In both cases, when the time of the event started, individuals arrived early to take their seats. In both cases, they had to visit a ticket office to confirm their reservations or check for ticket availability. Staff organizers were available when the audiences needed information, but they were also there to regulate the crowd flow.
There were, however, points of difference. In Second Life †, avatars can arrive late since the doors are always open. In addition, if they arrive too early, they do not have to wait in front of their computers, they can be ''away from keyboard'' (AFK). We know that some people are connected in Second Life † but can be engaged in other activities, such as phone calls, cooking, speaking with friends, etc. before and during the event. AFK is apparently a banal aspect of cybersociality but there are important theoretical implications for questions of place and time (Boellstroff 2010, p. 107 ). We do not develop this point in this article, but it will be certainly a good path to understand how the event can be lived differently: the user can be with friends behind the screen of his/her computer, he/she can surf on the web in the same time, chat on MSN, etc. In this sense, this participation mode can be certainly linked with the mode of ''Hanging Out'' describing the Web (Boyd 2008 , Ito et al. 2010 ).
During the event: the continuum control
When the performance begins, silence reaches the different spaces, the different halls, the different worlds. When the lights go out in the hall of the opera, the sounds of voices go down and people speak in whispers. In the virtual world, avatars stop using voice chat, or they are told to stop. Chuuuutttttt . . . .. it's starting Cool, it's starting:)))))) chuuttttt Thank you to keep silent and stop the voice I don't have the video, please help me ok, i will help you. Let's talk by IM20 So, the shared audiences adapt and align themselves with the beginning of the event. In the digital world, avatars use text chat to speak about the quality Cultural perspective of mixed reality events 289 of the stream and what they are feeling. The open tchat is a place for jovial comments while other messages can go through private channels. Unlike the public from the opera in Rennes, the exchange of messages on the public chat occurs ''silently.'' In this sense, when an avatar says something in tchat, there is no interfering with close neighbors; there is no noise if we disregard the ''visual noise.'' Although first impressions may be that ''the avatar's actions are the same as the people's in the physical world,'' we are in fact facing a new kind of event culture. While it is easy to talk and exchange with other people during a music concert (except for classical music perhaps), silence is customary during an opera. In the virtual world, avatars have the opportunity to share their impressions and opinions openly with the entire avatar audience throughout the performance. This ''freedom'' during performances also brings the potential for adverse effects on the event, because avatars who do not wish to participate in discussions are affected. As an event in the physical world, they can be affected by noise from other (visual noise or loud noise). But each avatar has the ability to close the chat and to cut the voice of the user of its choice (or for all other users). In this sense, the possible overflows remain confined to the world in which they occur, and the virtual world offers this particular feature to the user to control each vector since a control panel is the interface.
However, a few times, we observed the beginning of an overflow that could have affected the two worlds. First, the diffusion of a video stream from a virtual world placed just left of the stage affected the perception of the concert for the people in the hall. In order to regulate and secure the exchanges and interaction between the ''real'' and the ''virtual'' worlds, the organizers hid the SL public tchat from the screen. Furthermore, during the concerts in mixed reality, a video jockey (VJ) was mixing images from the live TV broadcast with videos from Second Life †. As a result, the organizers could change the video on the screen if problems arose. For example, a few times during the same concert, the Second Life † server crashed. So, the organizers switched on the VJ's broadcast. During the same concert, an avatar started to protest against GMOs. To do so, he executed a script that launched ''No-GMO'' images throughout the space. One of the organizers identified who owned the objects, and attempted to speak with him. The organizer told the protester that the execution of this script was saturating the server and that it might produce a crash. Here, we have the demonstration of the police vector in order to regulate the traffic vector (or flow vector), that is to say the possibility for everyone to have a fluid experience. However, the organizers received no response from him. As organizers, a radical and technical solution could be to banish him, but the avatar stopped his scripts because other avatars asked him to do it. This form of community regulation is interesting, because the script triggered by this user affected all of the participants. It was a big problem for many of them (visibility, lag, etc.) and they were ''not here to hear about that'' said another one. This episode was not limited to the virtual world, because the audience in the hall could also see this protest. So, for the first time during these events, an overflow affected the two sides of the ''membrane.'' It is an example of the capacity of avatars to affect the event through a diversion of attention.
Other ''openings'' to interaction and overflows have been made, but they were ephemeral. For example, during a concert, the singer in the hall said ''Hello Second Life.'' Another example was during the OperaBis, when the´ director of the opera delivered a first speech introduction to the public in the opera hall, left the scene, and delivered a second introduction speech to the public in the real world and the public in the virtual world with his avatar. These examples reflect attempts of interaction, but they were highly regulated.
After the event: the decompression chamber
At the end of events, whether concerts or operas, the public from every ''world'' applauded. In Second Life †, avatars thanked the artists by writing in the chat by performing gestures of appreciation.
At both the opera and concert, the audience gradually dissipated. Some people stayed in the hall while others left the building promptly. It is interesting to see that people who stayed in the performance space had the opportunity to discuss the event as part of their decompression. The goal of this time is to experience a transition, to not pass to another event (or another situation) too quickly. In Second Life †, some avatars log out immediately, others were teleported to another island to continue their activities while some stayed to discuss and share their feelings with a drink (Figure 5 ). After the performance of The Marriage of Figaro, they were invited to attend discussions with the director of the opera of Rennes and some of the artists.
During the Trans Musicales, the avatars continued to party with an exclusive concert in the virtual world. It was a way not to finish too quickly, to continue to party with friends and discuss the previous concert. Over time, the avatars logged out one by one. On both sides of the membrane, we can see the same behaviors. We did not observe any interactions at the conclusion of the event except for the exchanges between the artists and avatars described above. By contrast, the media vector continued to affect the audiences via the sharing of opinions, photos, videos, etc. onto social networks, blogs, newspapers, etc.
Conclusion
By describing the sequence of a concert and an opera, we have seen that an event in mixed reality remains close to what we know as a ''classic event.'' In the real world, people are not really affected by the mixed reality configuration,21 and in the virtual world, it seems avatars copy the practices from the real world. Indeed, interactions between the worlds are still limited.
However, we need to consider that all of the modifications we have presented, even if they are subtle, can influence the nature and perception of the event. Consider, for example, the fact that the artists in the real world attended talks with the virtual visitors after the performances. Also, the configuration of the event is modified when there is a large screen, projecting a stream from a virtual world at the back of the stage. It is clear that such projects will continue to be developed and that these emerging practices will continue to be shared and integrate the two worlds further. For now, we still have very little feedback from people who attend mixed reality performances from the real world perspective. Were they prepared to see images of Second Life † behind the actors during the performance? How did this experience really affect them? We already see the emergence of projects in which avatars can change the ambiance of the real world and people in the physical place can change the architecture and the ambiance of the digital area.22 Many forms of interaction between artists and mixed audiences can be further developed. With more interactions, perhaps we will see, for example, an erosion of the AFK culture in virtual worlds. However, if we want to see new interactions occur, if we want to have a real mixed reality event, we need to find the right balance between vector management and overflows. The nature and the culture of events is to overflow, but the risk for events in mixed reality is to over-regulate them (digital technologies allow control of different vectors of affectation in many ways), thereby limiting people to be passive members of the audience. We know that ''overflows are the antithesis of the frame of the event, and the sign of a form of failure of the containment, but they also manifest its existence''23 (Boullier 2010, p. 128) . Conventionally, organizers and artists desire control over an event. The desire for mixed reality events is that people on both sides of the membrane can have the capacity to affect each other since the vectors of affectation need to circulate bidirectionally to manifest the event.
Finally, the next major challenge for these kinds of events will be to regulate the ''cohabitation vector.'' That is to say, the vector that manages the convergence of audiences as they all participate in live events. If we understand this dynamic, we will see that activities from one side of the digital membrane may organically flow to the other as if by osmosis.
Notes

